Today Not Someday
EBW Coaching Services
Do you need to:








Deal with difficult/successful people?
Improve strategic thinking?
Drive team productivity?
Achieve higher sales?
Reduce conflict and promote resilience?
Create a culture of personal responsibility for performance?
Develop leadership capability?

If you want to deliver your organizational goals quickly, and take the business with you.
Contact a licensed EBW Coach

Leaders and teams can do better
Changing the nature of how people work with each other can be the
single most powerful and cost effective way a leader can bring about
performance breakthroughs.
So, what would change if each member of the team were able to
realize more of their potential and contribute at a higher level to
your organization’s success?
EBW coaching ensures leaders and teams realize their potential by
focusing on key underlying emotions and behaviors (EBW Model)
that change the way people work with others and their performance.

What people say
“I found undertaking the EBW assessment refreshing and insightful. I would
recommend this exercise and coaching process for all leaders hoping to better
their leadership style and indeed themselves as a person."

EBW Business EQ Model









Decision making
Motivation
Influence
Adaptability
Empathy
Conscientiousness
Stress Resilience
Self Awareness

Get Fast Track Change
EBW coaching ensures you have the focus, the insight and the tools
to effectively manage the 8 key emotions and behaviors that
underpin engagement and performance in the workplace.
This focused, straightforward and structured approach, with clear
links to leadership & performance, ensures you develop your self‐
management and people management skills on the fast track.

Keys areas of EBW Emotional
Intelligence Model
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Specifically EBW coaching delivers:






Insight and structure to conflicting thoughts, emotions and
behavior, so you move forward at a faster pace.
The skills and tools to respond effectively to the emotions
and behaviors of others.
More self awareness ‐ uncovers blind spots that cause
career derailment.
Improved leadership capability allowing you to change
leadership style to suit business needs
A 10‐step measurable growth program ensuring you can
easily assess the benefit of the coaching intervention (ROI).

The EBW coaching process is flexible and ranges from three
intensive sessions to a 10‐step program over a period of a year.

It enables you to have a large scale 1‐to‐1 Executive Program that delivers a measurable change
wave across your organization within 3 months of the program launch, and dramatic results within
only 6 months. It is suitable for individual, group or team coaching interventions.

What people say
I’ve seen tangible benefits to my business through coaching, but I didn’t really understand the significance of
exploring my business emotional intelligence, or indeed how it could impact on my work. Going through the
EBW program has been a really valuable investment in my leadership skills, which in turn is already having a
positive impact on my business.
CEO (Retail Industry)

Start Today
Contact your EBW Coach for your free EBW discovery session

